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Dear Harvest Partner,
How close are we to the anti-Christ coming? But who is the false prophet who precedes the anti-Christ. Is he here
now? (More on this later.) The Black Horse Rider is beginning to ride just before the Great Tribulation. He’s the
main rider that brings forth the Tribulation. – Food shortages, great droughts preceding this rider and along with this
rider. The greatest fires are still burning and at last count there were over 90 fires in the western U.S. Along with this is
the most catastrophic weather. Hurricanes and great floods across the south and southeast as well as north east.
Seismic activity around the world has picked up. – Let us bring a little more foundation about the horse riders from
Brother Neal Frisby’s library.
“The horseman of terror will mount! (Rev. 6) The white horseman imitator of Christ, deceiving by peace and
prosperity, promising end of all wars, but will bring the worst one!” – “The red horse shows a slaughter of mankind in
this evil system! – All who resist will be slain and some will flee!” – “The black horse reveals a famine for the true
word of God plus it predicts the worst famine and starvation that the world has ever seen! – Without the mark none
will be able to eat or work during those horrible times! – The U.S.A. and all world currency is obsolete here!” – “The
white horse has literally turned into the pale horse of death, the last one of the Apocalypse; horror, death, destruction
and hell follow him! This is Armageddon!” – “You can sum the whole matter up in a few words, (#1) Satan and the
anti-Christ deceives them – (#2) kills them – (#3) starves them – (#4) destroys the earth and takes them to hell! What
a delusion and deception, and most of the population fell for it, because they believed not the truth . . . except the wise
were translated beforehand!”
“In order for the new world economic system to appear that is prophesied in Rev. Chapters 6 & 13, what strength
that is left in the United States dollar must be destroyed! A final economic collapse would silence the Christian voices
in our nation and the rest of the world!” – “Our government and all governments are so deep in debt (by trillions of
dollars) that sooner or later the blowout will come! Electronic computers and new inventions are set up to control
commerce and finally the people and all things with which they are associated – banking, buying, selling, etc.!”
Prophetic look – “Future wars will be directed by decisions made by computers; electronic push button command! –
Sources leading to the anti-Christ system already claim bio-computers can later solve the world’s unemployment,
energy shortages, medical cost, industrial problems, food shortages and money crises! – But according to the Scriptures
all of this will finally fail!” “Events never seen before will occur. Staggering and unbelievable occurrences will
transpire, shaking the very foundations of society! – And evidently will grow worse leading into the apocalyptic
events of all time! The book of Revelation will be literally alive in fiery prophecy!” – “There are ever so many
prophecies pointing to this event. Let us consider a few!” – “Not until today’s modern technology could a universal
monetary system be instituted world-wide! A computer system involving an International mark is being completed,
and is projected for use in the very near future! The Scriptures declared that it would be so. Men once thought this
impossible to mark and control all the earth, but now with new technology it can easily be seen as so!” – “Another
unmistakable prophecy is the erratic weather of the last few years which brought about the coldest winters and the
harshest summers in decades! Severe droughts in parts of the world, floods, famine and plagues in other parts!
Tornadoes, hurricanes and huge earthquakes are increasing in volume as well as in destruction!” – “Fire also seems
to be devouring parts of the earth as volcanoes are erupting world-wide! The continental shelves are gradually
moving, bringing minor and major quakes until finally the cities of the nations shall fall! (Rev. 16:19) And all is
gradually fulfilling, and heavenly signs are all around us pointing to His return!” – “The Bible declared that there
would be a time of delay between the former and latter rain (Matt. 25:5) a slight hesitation! But those who truly loved
Jesus would still be watching at the midnight cry! After this hesitation events were to take place swiftly!” – “God’s
Word (the Book of Revelation) closes with these futuristic statements about to occur now! The Word concludes with a
three-fold message, Behold, I come quickly! Repeated 3 times. (Rev. 22:7, 12, 20) ending with, surely I come quickly. It
means definitely!” End quote.
This month I am releasing a wonderful New Book called “Divine Love – Eagle’s Claw” and DVD, “The Difference
– Prophecy” – This has been a very difficult series I have been working on and your continued help has been a great
blessing. I know Jesus will bless, guide and prosper you in the days ahead! I will be remembering you in prayer.
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